
Summer Reading List for Future  

Seventh Grade Students 2017-2018 

Select TWO books to read over the summer. After reading, write an objective summary about the book and 

then add a review with a rating of how many stars out of 5 you would give the book.  Support your rating with 

comments. The first weeks back at school we will discuss. 

Books are available at the Chicago Public Library, Library.cps.edu (virtual library), and local book stores. 

 

Full Cicada Moon 
by Marilyn Hilton  

Summary: It's 1969, and the Apollo 11 mission is getting ready to go to the moon. But for half-black, half-

Japanese Mimi, moving to a predominantly white Vermont town is enough to make her feel alien. Suddenly, 

Mimi's appearance is all anyone notices. She struggles to fit in with her classmates, even as she fights for her 

right to stand out by entering science competitions and joining Shop Class instead of Home Ec. And even 

though teachers and neighbors balk at her mixed-race family and her refusals to conform, Mimi’s dreams of 

becoming an astronaut never fade --- no matter how many times she’s told no.  

This historical middle-grade novel is told in poems from Mimi's perspective over the course of one year in her 

new town, and shows readers that positive change can start with just one person speaking up. 

Shooting Kabul by N.H. Senzai  

Summary: In the summer of 2001, twelve year old Fadi’s parents make the difficult decision to illegally leave 

Afghanistan and move the family to the United States. When their underground transport arrives at the 

rendezvous point, chaos ensues, and Fadi is left dragging his younger sister Mariam through the crush of 

people. But Mariam accidentally lets go of his hand and becomes lost in the crowd, just as Fadi is snatched up 

into the truck. With Taliban soldiers closing in, the truck speeds away, leaving Mariam behind. 

Adjusting to life in the United States isn’t easy for Fadi’s family and as the events of September 11th unfold 

the prospects of locating Mariam in a war torn Afghanistan seem slim. When a photography competition with 

a grand prize trip to India is announced, Fadi sees his chance to return to Afghanistan and find his sister. But 

can one photo really bring Mariam home? 

Based in part on the Ms. Senzai’s husband’s own experience fleeing his home in Soviet controlled Afghanistan 

in the 1970s, Shooting Kabul is a powerful story of hope, love, and perseverance.  

The Invention of Hugo Cabret by Brian Selznick 

Summary: Orphan, clock keeper, and thief, Hugo lives in the walls of a busy Paris train station, where his 
survival depends on secrets and anonymity. But when his world suddenly interlocks with an eccentric, bookish 
girl and a bitter old man who runs a toy booth in the station, Hugo's undercover life, and his most precious 
secret, are put in jeopardy. A cryptic drawing, a treasured notebook, a stolen key, a mechanical man, and a 
hidden message from Hugo's dead father form the backbone of this intricate, tender, and spellbinding 
mystery. 



 

A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L'Engle 

Summary: It was a dark and stormy night; Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had 

come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the arrival of a most disturbing 

stranger.  

 

"Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off 

course. Let me be on my way. Speaking of way, by the way, there is such a thing as a tesseract". 

 

Meg's father had been experimenting with this fifth dimension of time travel when he mysteriously 

disappeared. Now the time has come for Meg, her friend Calvin, and Charles Wallace to rescue him. But can 

they outwit the forces of evil they will encounter on their heart-stopping journey through space? 

House Arrest by K.A. Holt 

Summary: Timothy is a good kid who did a bad thing. Now he's under house arrest for a whole year. He has to 

check in weekly with a probation officer and a therapist, keep a journal, and stay out of trouble. But when he 

must take drastic measures to help his struggling family, staying out of trouble proves more difficult than 

Timothy ever thought it would be. Touching, funny, and always original, House Arrest is a novel in verse about 

a good boy's hard-won path to redemption. 

*All summaries from GoodReads.com and Amazon.com 

 


